
Sexual Adultism
The tragedy of youth sexual oppression.

by Meitar “mayMay” Moscovitz (maymay.net)



Thank you all for coming to KinkForAll Washington DC. As some of you may already be 
aware, the original venue of this event



were classrooms at the Bethesda Chevy-Chase High School. We've changed venues, however, 
due to pressure from the Montgomery County School Board, who cited 



fears

fears that this event would attract



sex offenders

sex offenders to the school grounds and thus put schoolchildren at risk. So, without some 
small effort, we moved. If the fears of the school board were an isolated case, I probably 
wouldn't be giving this talk. But the school board's reactions to bar this unconference from 
happening in high school classrooms exemplify



Image credit: http://www.flickr.com/photos/domesticat/2931833932/

a nation-wide pandemic of a disease so insidious and so virulent that the numbers of people 
who are harmed or even killed by it is literally uncountable. The root of this disease is called

http://www.flickr.com/photos/onthespiral/3687883509/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/onthespiral/3687883509/


adultism

adultism. For those who are unaware of this phenomenon, indulge me in a brief digression to 
define the concept. Adam Fletcher, founder of The Freechild Project, defines adultism thusly:



“Adultism is discrimination against young people. It happens 
anytime children or youth are ignored, silenced, neglected or 

punished because they are not adults.”

—Adam Fletcher

http://www.freechild.org/SNAYR/adultism.htm

(Read slide, then…) Adultism is part of the structure of society and its institutions, including 
families, schools, churches and the government. […] adultism is expressed by treating the 
young person as weak, helpless and less intelligent than adults.

http://www.freechild.org/SNAYR/adultism.htm
http://www.freechild.org/SNAYR/adultism.htm


“adultism refers to behaviors and attitudes based on the 
assumption that adults are better than young people, and 

entitled to act upon young people without their agreement.”

—John Bell

http://www.freechild.org/bell.htm

John Bell says: (read slide, then…) As children, most young people are told what to eat, what 
to wear, when to go to bed, when they can talk, that they will go to school, which friends are 
okay, and when they are to be in the house.

http://www.freechild.org/SNAYR/adultism.htm
http://www.freechild.org/SNAYR/adultism.htm


Image credit: http://www.flickr.com/photos/erikcharlton/2833572688/

If this were a description of the way a group of adults was treated, we would all agree that 
their oppression was almost total. However, for the most part, the adult world considers this 
treatment of young people as acceptable because we were treated in much the same way,

http://www.flickr.com/photos/onthespiral/3687883509/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/onthespiral/3687883509/


“that’s the way you treat kids”

and internalized the idea that “that’s the way you treat kids.” Bell's explanation continues,



“The essence of adultism is disrespect of the young.”

—John Bell

http://www.freechild.org/bell.htm

“The essence of adultism is disrespect of the young. Consider how the following comments 
are essentially disrespectful. What are the assumptions behind each of them? Do you 
remember having heard any of these as a younger person?”

http://www.freechild.org/SNAYR/adultism.htm
http://www.freechild.org/SNAYR/adultism.htm


“You’re so smart for fifteen!”

* “You’re so smart for fifteen!”



“You are too old for that!”
or

“You’re not old enough!”

* "You are too old for that!” or “You’re not old enough!”



“What do you know? You haven’t experienced anything!”

* "What do you know? You haven’t experienced anything!"



“It’s just a stage. You’ll outgrow it.”

* "It’s just a stage. You’ll outgrow it.”



Society

Fashion

Education

Employment

Transportation

Economy

Government

Sex

I can think of no function of society unhindered by adultism. In wishing to restrict high 
schoolers and other young people from participating in this event,



where sexuality is discussed publicly and peer-to-peer education about sexuality is a driving 
goal, one is falling prey to



adultism

adultism. This wish also highlights a secondary deeply-ingrained problem:



sexual paranoia

sexual paranoia. No where are the symptoms of sexual paranoia more prevalent than when 
they intersect with the young. The symptoms of sexual paranoia are unambiguous and 
unmistakable. 



spreading sexual misinformation

They include spreading sexual misinformation,



internalizing shame about sexuality

internalizing shame about sexuality,



feeling afraid of sex and sexual expression

feeling afraid of sex and sexual expression,



promoting censorship of sexuality

and ultimately desiring to promote censorship of all things sexuality-related as a form of so-
called "protection." Further, in the worst cases, it leads to agoraphobia and deaths, often by 
suicide. Now, it's important to mention that the people



perpetuating the climate of fear around sexuality and youth truly believe they are protecting 
society in general and young people in specific. It's admirable to want to protect our kids 
from



pedophiles

pedophiles, our daughters from over pushy



rape

gray-raping boyfriends, and even ourselves from



sex offenders

being registered as sex offenders for no good reason. Even if their actions are not rational, 
their fears are not imagined. But until we educate our children, our policy makers, and 
ourselves, we will all be forever doomed to live in fear--



--of the dirty old man down the street, of over-eager prosecutors and politicians, or even of 
our own bodies. If you truly want to protect our children from sexual abuse, then



educationis protection

education is far and away the best protection you can give them. And yet, sadly, even in 
otherwise unbiased communities, many people are extremely uncomfortable with the idea 
that young people might want to participate,



Image credit: http://www.flickr.com/photos/onthespiral/3687883509/

almost always citing fears that access to sexuality information could be traumatic. Tragically, 
projecting such sexual paranoia onto young people is actually killing many of them. Adultist 
sex-negativity is, of course, the intersection of two realms of fear-mongering:

http://www.flickr.com/photos/onthespiral/3687883509/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/onthespiral/3687883509/


the SEX IS GOING TO TURN US ALL INTO SINNERS one, and the



EVERYTHING IN THE WORLD IS GOING TO KILL OUR CHILDREN one. The effects of this 
pandemic fearfulness are devastating in the mainstream population but it's even more 
devastating in minority and alternative sexuality communities.



“[LGBTQ] youth are up to four times more likely to attempt 
suicide than their heterosexual peers”

—Massachusetts 2006 Youth Risk Survey

Source: http://gaylife.about.com/od/gayteens/a/gaysuicide.htm

As Ramon Johnson points out in his article on LGBT suicide: (read slide, then…) according to 
the Massachusetts 2006 Youth Risk Survey.

http://www.freechild.org/SNAYR/adultism.htm
http://www.freechild.org/SNAYR/adultism.htm


“LGBT & questioning youth who come from a rejecting family 
are up to nine times more likely to attempt suicide

than their heterosexual peers.”

—San Francisco State University Chavez Center Institute

Source: http://gaylife.about.com/od/gayteens/a/gaysuicide.htm

A 2007 San Francisco State University Chavez Center Institute study shows that LGBT and 
questioning youth who come from a rejecting family are up to nine times more likely to 
attempt suicide than their heterosexual peers.

http://www.freechild.org/SNAYR/adultism.htm
http://www.freechild.org/SNAYR/adultism.htm


“For every completed suicide by a young person, it is 
estimated that 100 to 200 attempts are made.”

—2003 Youth Risk Behavior Surveillance Survey

Source: http://gaylife.about.com/od/gayteens/a/gaysuicide.htm

And for every completed suicide by a young person, it is estimated that 100 to 200 attempts 
are made. In society's rush to protect our children from harmful sexuality,

http://www.freechild.org/SNAYR/adultism.htm
http://www.freechild.org/SNAYR/adultism.htm


Image credit: http://freestudents.blogspot.com/2009/09/there-is-fury-and-and-sadness-inside.html

children's own defense mechanisms have been damaged. As Erin Runnion, founder of The 
Joyful Child foundation, which aims to protect children against sexual molestation, says,

http://www.flickr.com/photos/onthespiral/3687883509/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/onthespiral/3687883509/


“Kids need their freedom.”

—Erin Runnion

Quote is 19:57 into Episode 8, Season 6 of "Penn & Teller's: Bullsh*t!" called “Stranger Danger”

“Kids need their freedom. At some point they're going to have to take care of themselves, so 
it's better to start empowering them and giving them the confidence that they can handle 
that, and that they can handle their world, than to make them so afraid that it's just an evil 
place."



is not unreasonablefreedom

This misguided approach to protecting children from the dangers of the world 
simultaneously piles unreasonable expectations on parents, teachers, policy-makers, and law 
enforcement. In 2003, the Dallas Observer reported on the case of Jacqueline Mercado and 
her boyfriend,



Image credit: http://www.flickr.com/photos/mamasmilk/558931167/

who were arrested & indicted for "sexual performance of a child" when they developed a 
photograph of their 1yo son breastfeeding from Jacqueline's breast at a local drugstore. Child 
Protective Services took away their children & ordered all kinds of onerous counseling & tests.

http://www.flickr.com/photos/onthespiral/3687883509/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/onthespiral/3687883509/


breastfeeding should not be a crime

To any reasonable person not infected by sexual paranoia, seeing a mother breastfeeding her 
child would not incite the kind of fear that it clearly did in the case of the this photo 
developer. Stories like Jacqueline's are not uncommon. A similar story appeared 



Image credit: http://www.flickr.com/photos/ninahiironniemi/267188020/

just a few months ago when a Wal-Mart employee in Arizona reported Mr. & Mrs. Demaree to 
the cops as sex offenders and child pornographers for attempting to develop photographs of 
their three daughters, each younger than 5, taking a bath.

http://www.flickr.com/photos/onthespiral/3687883509/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/onthespiral/3687883509/


photography should not be a crime

As a result, the three little girls were taken away from their parents for more than a month. 
The drugstore and Wal-Mart employees in these cases, and the Montgomery County School 
Board in the case of ousting this event from school grounds, were probably all imagining



the dirty old man down the street. But such unsavory characters are more often the stuff of 
nightmares than reality. In fact, according to the US Department of Justice's statistical report 
entitled,



Figure 6 of US Department of Justice statistical report, "Sexual Assault of Young Children as Reported to Law Enforcement: Victim, Incident, and Offender Characteristics"
http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/pub/pdf/saycrle.pdf

"Sexual Assault of Young Children as Reported to Law Enforcement", 14 year old teenagers 
are apparently the most sexually dangerous group in America. How can 14 year olds be the 
most likely group of American citizens to be child molesters and sex offenders? Well,

http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/pub/pdf/saycrle.pdf
http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/pub/pdf/saycrle.pdf


Source: http://www.seattlepi.com/local/368007_youthoffenders23.html

according to a 2008 news article in the Seattle P-I, more than 3,500 teenagers and 
adolescents in the State of Washington averaging 14 years old have been charged and 
convicted as felony sex offenders since 1997.

http://www.freechild.org/SNAYR/adultism.htm
http://www.freechild.org/SNAYR/adultism.htm


13 year old children molesting each other

In December of 2006, the Denver Post reported on a Utah court case in which two 13 year old 
heterosexual adolescents were convicted of sexually molesting EACH OTHER. They, too, are 
now both registered sex offenders. This story showcases



is normalyouth sexuality

a horrible double-standard of youth sexuality: at 13, you're too young to be capable of 
consenting to sex, but apparently you're old enough to consciously decide to sexually molest 
someone else. In Georgia, then-17 year old



Is Wendy Whitaker a sex offender?

Wendy Whitaker became a registered sex offender for having consensual oral sex with a 
fellow high school classmate 3 weeks before his 16th birthday. Now a housewife, she filed a 
lawsuit against the state of Georgia that says, "The gravity of Whitaker’s offense



“The gravity of Whitaker’s offense
'bears no reasonable relationship'

to the harshness of her penalty.”

Source: http://www.ajc.com/metro/content/metro/stories/2008/11/22/offender.html?cxntlid=homepage_tab_newstab

'bears no reasonable relationship' to the harshness of her penalty." There's little about 
paranoia that can be reasonable. Whitaker's case is interesting because had she committed 
her "crime" just three weeks later, her legal standing today would be dramatically different.

http://www.freechild.org/SNAYR/adultism.htm
http://www.freechild.org/SNAYR/adultism.htm
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It raises the question: is age a reasonable measure for determining the criminality of sexual 
activity?
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If so, at what age should sexual curiosity become criminal?
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At what age should it stop?
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Unfortunately, today's laws codify a supreme oversimplification of the issues at hand. Age 
itself is merely a number,
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and setting any age as the primary or sole determining factor of criminality 
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reduces consent to a boolean value: either you can or you can't.



is not black and whiteconsent

But we all know that the issue is much more complicated than that. While it's appropriate for 
individuals and society to protect children, the societal fear of youth sexuality so tragically 
overshadows rational thinking in so many cases that the result isn't protection,



is not protectioncensorship

but censorship and a sexuality information deficit that causes terrible emotional damage to 
the very youth they claim to be protecting.



is not acceptablecensorship

The more afraid we are, the more arbitrary rules--like age-based oversimplifications--we try 
to impose on each other. That's not a solution--that's unacceptable. Many people fail to 
understand this, possibly because of the prevalence of sexual paranoia.



is what’s happeningcensorship

Young or old, no one is safe from it. And in the last decade, the instances of the kinds of 
cases I mentioned earlier has not slowed. Even more frightening, the irrational age line is 
changing as panic over youth sexuality increases.



Image credit: http://freestudents.blogspot.com/2009/09/there-is-fury-and-and-sadness-inside.html

Also in December of 2006, a four year old boy in Waco, Texas was punished with an in-
school suspension for hugging a teacher's aide while boarding the school bus because the 
aide complained that he had brushed his face against her breast.

http://www.flickr.com/photos/onthespiral/3687883509/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/onthespiral/3687883509/


hugging a teacher

is not permitted

Whether or not this toddler experienced sexual feelings is not the point; the point is that his 
expression of it is probably not malicious, and it was CERTAINLY not actually threatening to 
the teacher's aide. And if you think this only happens in the Bible Belt, you're sadly mistaken.



During the school year of 2005-2006 in the State of Maryland,
28 kindergartners were suspended for sex offenses.
15 of them were charged with sexual harassment.

Source: http://cfcamerica.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=366:is-that-4-year-old-really-a-sex-offender&catid=3:news&Itemid=96

Image credit: http://www.flickr.com/photos/brianswan/3495428917/

In fact, during the school year of 2005-2006 right here in the State of Maryland, 28 
KINDERGARTNERS were suspended for sex offenses, including 15 for sexual harassment. One 
writer who blogs at Classically Liberal crystalized what sexual paranoia

http://cfcamerica.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=366:is-that-4-year-old-really-a-sex-offender&catid=3:news&Itemid=96
http://cfcamerica.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=366:is-that-4-year-old-really-a-sex-offender&catid=3:news&Itemid=96
http://www.flickr.com/photos/onthespiral/3687883509/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/onthespiral/3687883509/


“The explosion of ‘youthful sex offenders’ is not the result of 
our kids becoming perverts. It is the result of the law 

criminalizing what is a normal part of growing up.”

—Classically Liberal

http://freestudents.blogspot.com/2009/09/there-is-fury-and-and-sadness-inside.html

is doing to our children today: (read slide, then…) Sexual paranoia incites people to act in 
paternalistic and contradictory ways.

http://freestudents.blogspot.com/2009/09/there-is-fury-and-and-sadness-inside.html
http://freestudents.blogspot.com/2009/09/there-is-fury-and-and-sadness-inside.html


Image credit: http://freestudents.blogspot.com/2009/09/there-is-fury-and-and-sadness-inside.html

These young people are not the face of society's worst criminals. Only a decade or so ago, 
doing what any one of these youth I just described did could very well have been YOU. In fact, 
if I had not been such an isolated child, it would have been me.

http://www.flickr.com/photos/onthespiral/3687883509/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/onthespiral/3687883509/


When I was an adolescent, it would have changed my life for the better to be able to be in a 
public, safe place where people discussed sexuality freely--



a place like this event. But I never got that opportunity because places like this didn't exist. 
Instead, to get information about sex, bisexuality, and everything else that sexuality was 
related to in my life--which, as a boy going through puberty, was a lot!--



I hid behind the glow of my computer screen in a dark room. In other words, I was a closeted 
teenager. I began masturbating at 9 years old, but I was in the closet about that until I turned 
15, when I finally talked to a girl who would become my first girlfriend about it.



As a teenager, was I…

molested?

By the way, she was 17, and we gave each other head lots of times. Should she, like Wendy 
Whitaker, be branded a criminal? In either case, I don't think so. Put simply, the closet is not a 
safe place to be. Whenever you're afraid to reveal something about yourself,



the only thing we have to fear is fear itself

someone else can harm you by revealing that truth. Most teens and younger people, 
regardless of their sexual orientation, are closeted. They, like I before them, are afraid of 
discussing their sexuality openly and matter-of-factly.



youth sexuality should not be punished

Youth keep any and all sexual activity or sexual curiosity hidden for fear of being punished 
for it. In his 1999 talk, "Censorship and the Fear of Sexuality," Dr. Marty Klein says:



“Unconsciously, kids fear being abandoned or 
destroyed because of their sexuality.”

—Dr. Marty Klein

http://www.sexed.org/arch/arch10.html

(Read slide, then…) “This is not a metaphorical fear--for young children, 100% dependent on 
the caretaking and good will of their parents, it is a literal fear. In terror, kids learn to hide, 
deny, repress, and distort their sexuality.”

http://www.sexed.org/arch/arch10.html
http://www.sexed.org/arch/arch10.html


1994

When I was 10, my family got an America Online account. That's when I discovered the 
Internet and, of course, pornographic websites. I was afraid to hit the 



"I am over 18 years of age" button when I wasn't and yet I did so anyway. I wanted to learn 
about sexuality from people who were willing to talk about it with me, not engage in it with 
me.



Image credit: http://www.flickr.com/photos/jurvetson/916142/

Internet, circa 2009

The uncensored Internet was one of the tools that helped me come out of the closet, that 
helped me develop a healthy and respectful sexual understanding of myself and of others. It 
wasn't the perfect tool, and so today I’m working to make it better, but I fully believe that

http://www.flickr.com/photos/jurvetson/916142/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/jurvetson/916142/


doubtknowledgeis lifesaving

I would have been a statistic in Ramon Johnson's suicide article had it not been for the 
miniscule amount of information about sexuality that I found online. Sadly, because of the 
social constructions of power with which sex and age are so inextricably intertwined,



censorship != protection

the people in power--the adults--often choose censorship to restrict the availability of 
sexuality information to young people instead of education, all under the guise of protection.



education = protection

But censorship and oppressive information restrictions are not protection, only education is. 
In the same 1999 talk, Dr. Klein said:



“Talk of censorship typically leads to thoughts of 
‘pornography.’ But that's only one aspect of

sexual censorship.”

—Dr. Marty Klein

http://www.sexed.org/arch/arch10.html

(Read slide, then…) Other targets include sex education,

http://www.sexed.org/arch/arch10.html
http://www.sexed.org/arch/arch10.html


—Dr. Marty Klein

http://www.sexed.org/arch/arch10.html

“Other targets include sex education, contraceptive advertising, fiction, sex surveys, the Internet, and 
public nudity. The Color Purple, Our Bodies Ourselves, and Ms. Magazine, for example, have all been 

banned from various high school libraries in supposedly liberal California.”

contraceptive advertising, fiction, sex surveys, the Internet, and public nudity. The Color 
Purple, Our Bodies Ourselves, and Ms. Magazine, for example, have all been banned from 
various high school libraries in supposedly liberal California.

http://www.sexed.org/arch/arch10.html
http://www.sexed.org/arch/arch10.html


youth sexuality

The fear of one's own sexuality with which frightened parents routinely indoctrinate their 
children in a vicious cycle of adultism and sexual oppression, is far, far more damaging to 
most children than sex education, contraceptive advertising, or fiction could ever be.



Image credit: http://freestudents.blogspot.com/2009/09/there-is-fury-and-and-sadness-inside.html

And yet it is those avenues of information, even when they're not sexualized, that are often 
attacked by sexually paranoid parents and educators on a startlingly routine basis. Earlier this 
month, Cory Doctorow's first young adult novel, “Little Brother”, received criticism.

http://www.flickr.com/photos/onthespiral/3687883509/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/onthespiral/3687883509/


Image credit: http://freestudents.blogspot.com/2009/09/there-is-fury-and-and-sadness-inside.html

Was it a badly written book? No. In an article on Locus Online, Cory Doctorow explains: I 
didn't expect[…]that I would receive a torrent of correspondence and entreaties from 
teachers, students, parents, and librarians who were angry, worried, or upset

http://www.flickr.com/photos/onthespiral/3687883509/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/onthespiral/3687883509/


Image credit: http://freestudents.blogspot.com/2009/09/there-is-fury-and-and-sadness-inside.html

that Marcus [the main character] loses his virginity about two-thirds of the way through the 
book. […T]he sex-scene in the book is anything but explicit. […] There is no anatomy, no 
grunts or squeals, no smells or tastes.

http://www.flickr.com/photos/onthespiral/3687883509/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/onthespiral/3687883509/


Image credit: http://www.flickr.com/photos/saintmurse/68168682/

This isn't there to titillate. It's there because it makes plot-sense and story-sense and 
character-sense for these two characters to do this deed at this time.



“I remain baffled by adults who object to the sex
in this book. Not because it's prudish to object,
but because the off-camera sex occurs in the middle of a 
story that features rioting, graphic torture, and detailed 
instructions for successful truancy.”

—Cory Doctorow

http://www.locusmag.com/Perspectives/2009/11/cory-doctorow-teen-sex.html

(Read slide, then…)

http://www.sexed.org/arch/arch10.html
http://www.sexed.org/arch/arch10.html


When I needed sexuality information as an adolescent my schools, my teachers, my parents, 
and even my trusted adult friends would not talk to me about it. I suspect they must have 
been afraid of the very things I sense some people who wish to restrict the access of minors 
to educational events like these KinkForAll unconferences are afraid of.



Finding information about sexuality in public libraries and on the Internet very literally saved 
my young, questioning, and very isolated life.



I don’t want any other young person to go through the isolation and uncertainty I felt about 
my own sexuality at that age. Do you? As clinical sexologist Becky Knight said,



“It's kind of amazing to me that so many people wish they had 
better information and guidance when they were young, but 

then they fail to provide it for the next generation.”

—Becky Knight

http://www.livingsexuality.com/2009/05/29/947/#comment-172

(Read slide, then…) Information about sex and relationships is critical for young people if 
they are going to grow into sexually healthy and happy adults. Some people can find it on 
their own, but many people suffer from misinformation and misunderstandings that could 
have been helped by simply getting accurate information earlier on.

http://freestudents.blogspot.com/2009/09/there-is-fury-and-and-sadness-inside.html
http://freestudents.blogspot.com/2009/09/there-is-fury-and-and-sadness-inside.html


Image credit: MediaWiki Commons

Ages of consent around the world.

Young people today are in the closet because they are not treated equally, because too many 
adults think the phrase "freedom" and especially "sexual freedom" only apply when someone 
turns 16, or 18, or whatever the ages of consent or majority, which both vary wildly across 
regions of the world, happens to kick in.



Image credit: http://www.arktimes.com/articles/articleviewer.aspx?ArticleID=2f5d7a3b-c72a-446b-8d20-3823aa79c021

In fact, developmental psychologist Alison Gopnik says that the younger children are, the 
more morally they tend to behave. Take, for example, the case of 10 year old Arkansas 
resident Will Phillips, who made national headlines a few weeks ago when he refused to recite 
the

http://www.flickr.com/photos/onthespiral/3687883509/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/onthespiral/3687883509/


Image credit: http://www.flickr.com/photos/tomsaint/2525886032/

Pledge of Allegiance in school (you know, the one that ends with “liberty and justice for all”) 
until gay and lesbian people have equal rights to marry whomever they love, just as 
heterosexual people do. Will recently appeared on CNN for an interview alongside his father, 
Jay Phillips. When asked if his son was prepared for the media attention, Mr. Phillips said his 
son saw it as an opportunity to raise awareness:

http://www.flickr.com/photos/onthespiral/3687883509/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/onthespiral/3687883509/


“just because he's ten years old doesn't mean he doesn't have 
opinions, doesn't mean he doesn't have rights, and doesn't 

mean he can't make a difference.”

—Jay Phillips

Full transcript of CNN interview with Will Phillips and father, Jay Phillips: http://edition.cnn.com/TRANSCRIPTS/0911/16/ltm.02.html

(Read slide, then…) So it seems to me that young people are often painfully aware of 
fundamental human rights and have an intellectual and moral capacity as keenly developed 
as any of the healthiest adults.

http://edition.cnn.com/TRANSCRIPTS/0911/16/ltm.02.html
http://edition.cnn.com/TRANSCRIPTS/0911/16/ltm.02.html


Image credit: http://www.flickr.com/photos/anthonygrimley/196080292/

I submit to you today that freedom is not something that we can put to a vote, nor is it 
something that someone should be made to wait 18 years for, because they should have it 
from the moment they enter into this world. And this is not a new idea. The United Nations' 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights says (paraphrased):



Video credit: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hTlrSYbCbHE

Every man, woman, and child on Earth is born free and equal in dignity and rights. […] 
Everyone is entitled to the rights set forth in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 
regardless of age[…]. You have the right to live in freedom and safety. Nobody has the right 
to treat you as their slave. The law is the same for everyone. You have the right to think what 
you want and say what you like, to organize peacefully, [and] to take part in your country’s 
political affairs. The society in which you live should help you to develop. Education should 
strive to promote peace and understanding among all people. Here's some food for thought: 
there's a word for minors who are legally able to make their own choices. That word is

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hTlrSYbCbHE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hTlrSYbCbHE


emancipated

'emancipated.' In other words, most minors are not emancipated. This word might sound 
familiar, since it’s in the



Emancipation Proclamation

Emancipation Proclamation, which freed African-American slaves from the legal control of 
their owners across the United States. On that note, imagine what kind of priority adults 
might make education and childcare if school children could vote.



too much?
too radical?

too dangerous?
too risky?

You might be thinking to yourself, 'This is too much, too radical, too dangerous, too risky.' 
Yes, it IS a lot, it IS radical, it IS dangerous, and it IS risky. But it is not merely POSSIBLE, it is 
NECESSARY. We will not have a world free of sexism, classism, racism, or religious 
persecution if we do not also empower our children to actually live a life of equal dignity and 
rights from the moment they join us here.



no one should need to be afraid

In order for our children and ourselves to live free of fear, we must eradicate this pandemic of 
sexual paranoia and its symptoms of sexual adultism. And we CAN, because there are 
enough people around who want to make the world a better place.



be the cure

YOU can be the cure this world needs. On a blog post that I wrote while trying to come up 
with this presentation, one commenter said this:



“lack of real education about sex and
relationships nearly got me raped at fourteen.”

—Dw3t-Hthr

http://maybemaimed.com/2009/11/01/on-youth-sexuality-education-and-your-fears/#comment-23364

“Whenever I think about sex education and young people, I'm left with my persistent 
conviction that lack of real education about sex and relationships nearly got me raped at 
fourteen. This…leaves me rather emotional about the subject. I'm typing this with my three 
month old daughter asleep in my lap. This also leaves me rather emotional about the subject. 
I need to know how to do for her better than was done for me.

http://maybemaimed.com/2009/11/01/on-youth-sexuality-education-and-your-fears/#
http://maybemaimed.com/2009/11/01/on-youth-sexuality-education-and-your-fears/#


take it upon yourself

With that in mind, I challenge you--each and every one of you listening to me speak, whether 
you're hearing me in person today or you're watching this presentation from a recording a 
month from now, a year from now, or a decade from now--I challenge you to take it upon 
yourself to



be an educational hero

be an educational hero and make accurate, rational, nonjudgmental sex education a real 
priority. You can do it by pressuring your



school districts, politicians, and teachers to promote body-positive materials in classrooms. 
You can do it by sharing a link to a sex-positive article or posting a tweet about this talk. 
Help one person--just ONE person--to make something better for themselves than was done 
for you.
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Thank you very much.
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